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Abstract: In the last twenty years the private labels of retailers have gained popularity
among German food retail customers. Today over 40% of all food products are retail
brands. Whereas retail brands started as rather cheap alternatives, in the last couple of
years retailers introduced more and more premium retail brands that were very
successful. Hence, differences from traditional producer brands are diminishing. This
affects the existent category management strategies. Regarding the German wine market
the majority of sales are done in classical food retail stores. At the moment we can observe
the first retail branding approaches in this category. But, at the same time, wine brands are
not very strong in Germany. Thus, the aim of this viewpoint is a discussion on the
consequences of retail branding on the German wine market and, in particular, on wine
brands.
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Introduction
For over twenty years the per‐capita consumption of wine in Germany has been
stable around 24 l (including sparkling wine). In 2011 it was composed of 45%
white, 12% rose, and 43% red wine. In recent years, red and rose wines have
increased their share (DWI, 2012). As the majority of wine is bought from
retailers one can assume that, in general, knowledge of wine and interest in
wine are low. Hence, the majority of consumers choose wines with an easily
understandable and asymmetric information reducing label (Schweickert,
2001). Thus, particularly well‐known varieties and regions are important for
the buying decision. As the majority of wine is bought from retailer chains, wine
buyers are neither able to taste the wine, nor to receive a professional’s
opinion. Brands, however, are not very well established today (Hanf and
Schweickert, 2014). Germany is a major import market for global brands such
as Yellow Tail or Concha y Toro which have made some progress but are still
not as successful as in other import markets such as the UK wine market.
Nevertheless, many cooperatives as well as wineries have noticed the
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advantages of having a brand and are thinking about branding (Engelhard,
2012). In contrast, the German sparkling wine market is dominated by strong
brands such as Henkell or Rotkäppchen. Interestingly, since a few years ago
Rotkäppchen and Freixenet have been successfully increasing their activities to
sell still wines under their brands (LZ, 2012). This might be interpreted as a
sign of the increasing importance of strong brands as a means of differentiation.
On the consumption side, the German wine market has a volume of roughly
20 million hectolitres. German wine production on average accounts for
roughly 10 million hectolitres of wine, whereas roughly 15 million hectolitres
are imported. The three main distribution channels are direct sales by
producers (19% market share), specialized wine stores (8%), and food retailers
with 70% market share (discount chains with 40% and general retailers 30%)
(DWI, 2012). An increase in the sales of discounters and retailers has been
observed for many years. However, in the last few years, the combined market
share has remained stable. Hence, the vast majority of wine is purchased in the
distribution channels of retailers (either discounters or supermarkets).
Consequently, prices are very competitive; the average price is 2.55 Euro per
litre (Hanf et al., 2012). As a result of the fierce retail competition over many
years, retailers work hard to differentiate themselves from their competitors. In
this context the wine assortment is being used to demonstrate their quality
orientation and price fairness (Hanf and Schweickert, 2007). Consequently
retail own branded wines gain importance in Germany, e.g. the retail chain of
the Metro Group ‘real’ is offering organic wine under the brand “real‐bio”.
In saturated markets firms develop, differentiate, and position brands and
products to target desired buyer groups and to create value (Orth and
Malekewitz, 2008). Careful brand management seeks to make the product
relevant to the target group. Most importantly, awareness occurs when the
brand is not only top‐of‐mind to customers, but also has easily observable
distinctive qualities making it better than the other brands in the market. The
distinctions that set the product apart from the competition are also known as
the unique selling proposition (USP) (Meffert et al., 2012; Reeves, 1961).
The German wine market can be described as very competitive, so
successful companies have to create such a USP. Branding, with its
prerequisites, could be a means of doing this. A further advantage is that
successful branding generates a consumer pull that the brand owner can use in
the listing or annual negotiations with their retail customers (Tomczak et al.,
2005). Generating listing arguments is of high importance because the largest
ten retailers are the gatekeepers to the consumers. As a result, they are the
most important customers for wine producers. This viewpoint will elaborate on
the process of branding on the German wine market (both processor as well as
retail branding) and discuss the consequences of (retail) branding on the
German wine market and in particular on the establishment of processor
brands.
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The role of brands in the German wine market
Retail brands in the German wine market
In the last twenty years retail brands have gained popularity among German
food retail customers. Today over 40% of all food products are retail brands.
Whereas retail brands started as rather cheap alternatives in the last couple of
years retailers introduced more and more premium retail brands very
successfully (Hanf and Kühl, 2005). Related to that, they also started to
introduce classical marketing tools such as TV advertising. Recently the leading
retailer EDEKA even started to use viral marketing campaigns. Interbrand has
published this year a ranking of the 50 most valuable German brands. German
retailers are heavily represented in this ranking making up a total of 13 brands.
This reveals three overarching trends (Interbrand, 2014):
 Private labelling – the deliberate development of house brands
strengthens brand value.
 Going where the customers are – successful retailer specifically place
themselves where customers actually live, work and shop
(city/airport/gas station), such as “REWE to go”.
 Seamless customer experience – most important for success and
increasing brand value is the creation of a continuous, consistent and
uninterrupted customer experience both online and offline, like the
EDEKA and Douglas brands.
Overall, the report stated that the retail market has proven to be a very
dynamic segment overall, characterized by major investments and strong
competitors (Oswald, 2014). As a result of the growing brand awareness of
retailers a change in the general assortment structure of retailers can be
observed. Whereas strong brands (market leaders) have stable market shares,
weaker brands have been losing market share against retail brands for many
years (Schenk, 1997). Thus, oversimplified, one can predict that in the future
there will be left only strong brands rivalling with strong retail brands.
As the main distribution channel for wine are food retailers with 70%
market share (discount chains with 40% and general retailers 30%), retail
branding is an important topic in the German wine market (Hanf and
Schweickert, 2014). The majority of the wine which is sold at discounters is
sold under retailer own labels. However, most of the times the name of the
retailer is not used; usually retailers make use of fictive names. For instance,
Lidl is selling its New World wine range under the label of CINAROSA, but there
are also some retailers using their retail name; e.g. Real is offering organic wine
under the brand “real‐bio”.
Consequences of the establishment of retail brands for wine producers
Being a stable, or better said, a saturated market, on the one hand, and, on the
other hand, being very competitive, the wine market demands clear strategies.
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Schweickert (2007) was able to detect that large entities such as wineries and
cooperatives tried to apply a market based rather than a resource based
approach. In contrast, wine estates were rather resource oriented. When
discussing about the retail market, of main relevance are wineries and
cooperatives. Hence, in this context two main strategic approaches could be
used; either cost leadership or differentiation (Porter, 1998).
However, in the German wine market differentiation is hard to achieve. First
of all, the majority of consumers are not very interested in wine, making quality
differences difficult to show (Schweickert, 2007). Further, there is no
widespread knowledge about production techniques. Additionally, the majority
of Germans do not live in wine growing areas so personal contact is most often
not common (Hanf and Giering, 2014). Additionally, the majority of the
consumed wine is imported. Hence, consumers are mainly looking for easy
clues such as varieties or country of origin (Schweickert, 2001). Hence, besides
price these are the attributes mainly used in advertisements.
As the majority of wine producers are small and medium sized family
farmers, cooperative marketing (e.g. German Wine Institute, the German wine
industry's marketing organization responsible for the generic promotion of the
quality and sales of German wine domestically and abroad, or The Austrian
Wine Marketing Board) are the main marketing players. Due to their business
aim they are not allowed to advertise single companies, hence they rely also on
varieties and origins (DWI, 2012). Thus, one could say that due to the
prominence of those two attributes a modern branding concept is difficult to
realize. As a result price competition is very intensive such that no residual
profits are gained. A sound financial basis for a branding strategy is missing.
Furthermore, particularly for the supply of nationwide operating retailers
cooperatives are indispensable. However, due to their governance structure
cooperatives face difficulties in creation a modern brand (Cook, 1994, 1995;
Hanf and Schweickert, 2007). Nevertheless, the importance of branded wine is
increasing (Engelhard, 2012).
As shown by the Interbrand Top 50, German brands retailers hold very
strong brands with an increasing popularity. This is not surprising as retailers
such as Aldi or Lidl have annual marketing budgets of hundreds of millions of
Euros. Copying the successful strategies of well‐known discounters, today all
German retail chains have several lines of retail brands (basic; mid‐price
segment and premium). Traditionally, retail brands have been positioned in a
basic segment. Thus, most often retailers used fictive names rather than the
name of the retail chain. However, learning from the success of the British
grocery retailers and starting to run brands in the premium segment also,
German retailers have started to use their own ‘retail chain’ name for those
product lines. As retail brands are well established on the German market, the
standard quality is very high with pretty low prices. Hence, retailers started to
think about introducing ‘no name’ brands in order to sell at even lower prices
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(and qualities). An example is the retailer real introducing “Ohne
Schnickschnack. Ohne Teuer” in 2013. The result has been a price battle
between the discounters Aldi and Lidl.
As the main distribution channel for wine is the discount channel followed
by the supermarket channel general retail developments are crucial for the
wine sector (Hanf et al., 2012). Today the vast majority of wines in discount
chains are already sold under private label. For several years those retailers
have offered high priced super premium wines such as Champagnes, Bordeaux
Grand Crues, Brunellos, or Barolos for special occasions as well as in their
standard assortment. Thus, hyper and supermarkets are intensifying their
engagement in wines, too. As it is clear that the wine category is being used to
upgrade the overall image of the retail chains one can expect that in the future
retail brands will be displayed more prominently and brands will be managed
in a way that emotions will be transmitted (Hanf and Schweickert 2014). Thus,
the real, modern brands in the wine sector will rather be retail brands (just as
in the UK market).
Furthermore, some very recent developments regard the structure of the
wine assortment. As other beverage categories gain importance and varieties
(and origins) are the most important choice attributes first retailers start to
decrease the width and breadth of the wine range. Whereas the number of
retail brands stays stable particularly weak processor brands are being
removed. A similar development can be observed in the Dutch retail landscape
where retail brands take up to nearly 60% of wine offer and all second
placements are reserved for retailers own brands. Thus, a consequence is that
only the processors with strong brands will survive while all the other (so
called brands) will be replaced by retail brands as predicted in the general
development. As non‐German wine brands (e.g. Yellotail, Concha y Toro) are
already better experienced in brand management as well as the well‐known
German sparkling wine brands they will particularly profit from this
development whereas the German large producers will face hard times lacking
financial strength and knowledge to build the required brand reputation.
Thus, a differentiation strategy is not the well suited for the majority of
German wine producers, they rather have to try to establish a cost leadership
approach or qualifying as a preferred supplier strategy for retail brands.
However, as the production costs in Germany are comparably high and other
producers (e.g. Languedoc Roussillon or New World) have been actively
pursuing cost leadership strategies again German producers might have
difficult times to face this competition. However, due to this development bulk
wine trade is increasing (Ponte and Ewert, 2009) and a new bulk wine strategy
named ‘branded bulk’ is evolving (Ewert et al., 2014). As a result German
bottlers are profiting. Hence, large German producers have to position
themselves as preferred suppliers for bottlers and producers i.e. they have to
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be extremely customer oriented, considering that their customers are both
retailers and wine consumers.
Summary
A brand is the personality that identifies a product or company which activates
associations like thoughts, feelings, perceptions, images, experiences, beliefs,
and attitudes (Esch, 2010). Overall, branding means that consumers buy the
brand instead of the product (Kotler and Armstrong, 2007). In saturated
markets firms develop, differentiate, and position brands and products to
target desired buyer groups and to create value (Orth and Malekewitz, 2008).
Careful brand management seeks to make the product relevant to the target
group. Hence, excellent knowledge about the needs and wants of the customer
can be understood as a prerequisite i.e. brand orientation demands high
spending on market and customer research (Nieschlag et al. 1997). The
distinctions that set the product apart from the competition are also known as
the unique selling proposition (USP) (Meffert et al., 2012; Reeves, 1961).
As the German wine market can be described as very competitive successful
companies have to create such a USP. As shown branding with its prerequisites
could be a means of doing this. A further advantage is that successful branding
generates a consumer pull that the brand owner can use in the listing or annual
negotiations with their retail customers (Tomczak et al 2005).
All‐in‐all, competing fiercely with foreign competitors German wine
producers must meet the demands of their customers, both consumers as well
as retail customers. Therefore, even cheap wine has to be of acceptable quality.
Comparing the average prices, it is evident that the quality requirements of
German wine are more demanding than ever. Retail brands are gaining in
importance in the wine retail sector. In line with the general trend one can
predict that a dual market structure (on the one hand strong brands and on the
other strong retail brands) will compete. As a result German producers face
difficulties in pursuing a differentiation strategy. Thus, alternative strategies
such as cost leadership and preferred supplier strategies should be taken into
account.
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